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SUMMARY

The paper describes recent progress on materials modelling and
numerical simulation of impact damage in fibre reinforced
composite structures. This contributes to an important
Workshop theme, namely the development of fast, reliable
design tools for evaluating and later certifying composite
fuselage structures under complex load conditions. The work is
based on the application of finite element (FE) analysis codes to
simulate composite shell structures under impact loads. An
improved composites ply damage mechanics model and interply
delamination model have been developed and were implemented
in a commercial explicit FE code. The failure models and code
developments are validated here by comparing numerical
simulations with high velocity gas gun impact test data on
idealised composite aircraft structures such as cylindrical shells
and sandwich panels.

1 INTRODUCTION

Structural integrity after impact is a critical design and safety
issue in the future application of composites in primary aircraft
structures, since preferred materials such as carbon fibre/epoxy
are inherently brittle and susceptible to impact damage. To
reduce development and certification costs, computational
methods are required by the aircraft industry which are able to
predict impact damage and structural integrity of composite
structures under impact from hard bodies such as runway debris
and broken fan blades, as well as soft bodies such as birds,
hailstones and tyre rubber. Key issues are the development of
suitable constitutive laws for modelling composites in-ply and
delamination failures, determination of composites parameters
from high rate materials tests, materials laws for soft body
impactors, and the efficient implementation of new materials
models into FE codes. 

Established structural design methods for composite aircraft
structures under aerodynamic and flight loads, as discussed by
Hachenberg [1], are based essentially on classical laminate
theory (CLT) with composite ply properties assumed to be linear
orthotropic elastic, and design strains chosen so that the
structure remains within the elastic range. Such procedures are
not directly applicable when the aircraft structure is subjected to
impact damage, such as laminate penetration with extensive
fibre fracture, or delamination failure. The impact design
methodology proposed here is based on using commercial
explicit FE codes which have been developed for the simulation
of structures under dynamic crash or impact, and with suitable
materials failure models are able to model structural failure at
large strains and at high strain rates. This contributes to an
important theme of the HGF research project 'Schwarzer Rumpf'
and to this Workshop, namely the development of reliable
computational design tools for predicting structural integrity of

composite fuselage structures under complex load conditions,
which may be used to reduce design and development costs and
could become the basis of future certification procedures.

Failure in polymer composites is initiated at the micro level,
with length scales governed by fibre diameters, whilst the length
scale of structures is in metres, with shell element size for crash
or impact simulations in FE analyses measured in cms. The
challenge for composites research is to develop appropriate
materials models at the structural macro level which embody the
salient micromechanics failure behaviour. The methodology
adopted in this and related work is to use meso-scale models
based on continuum damage mechanics (CDM), as proposed by
Ladevèze and co-workers [2], as the materials models in the
explicit FE codes. CDM provides a framework within which in-
ply and delamination failures may be modelled and links
composites micro- and macroscales. The paper briefly
summarises a new composites ply failure model [3], [4],
containing elastic and irreversible (plastic) damage and a
delamination model for interply failure in laminates. The CDM
ply and delamination models have been implemented by ESI
GmbH in their explicit FE crash and impact code PAM-
CRASHTM [5]. The ply damage model is implemented in
layered composite shell elements and the delamination model is
introduced using stacked shell elements with a contact sliding
interface condition.

Before these new simulation methods can be used by the aircraft
industry, extensive code validation studies are required which is
the main subject of the paper. High velocity impact tests with
rigid projectiles were carried out with the DLR gas gun on
idealised composite structures, which included monolithic
cylindrical shells and sandwich panels. Test conditions and
impact energies were chosen to give both delamination failures
and significant fibre damage and penetration at higher impact
energies, giving a database for code validation. The sandwich
panels were similar to the lower sandwich shell concept chosen
for the fuselage demonstrator structure, as described in the
Workshop paper [6]. Numerical simulations were then
compared with the high velocity impact test results and showed
good agreement with observed impact failure modes and failure
progression in composite structures, showing that the impact
simulation methods under development could be the basis for an
impact design methodology for composite aircraft structures.

2 FAILURE MODELS FOR COMPOSITES

During impact loading of composite structures failure may occur
by delamination, which is important in lower energy impacts
and in failure initiation, and by in-plane ply failure which
controls ultimate fracture and penetration in the structure.
Modelling of these failure mechanisms and the prediction of
impact damage in composite aircraft structures was studied in
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the EU funded HICAS project [7], which was led by the DLR.
Attention was given to the development and improvement of
composites failure models based on CDM and suitable for
implementation into explicit FE codes. The mathematical
models developed and FE code implementations are summarised
in this section.

2.1 Elastic ply damage mechanics model
The fabric reinforced composite ply is modelled as a
homogeneous orthotropic elastic or elastic-plastic damaging
material whose properties are degraded on loading by
microcracking prior to ultimate failure. A CDM formulation is
used in which ply degradation parameters are internal state
variables which are governed by damage evolution equations.
Constitutive laws for orthotropic elastic materials with internal
damage parameters are described in [2] and [8], and take the
general form

(1) εe  =  S σ

where σ  and ε e  are vectors of stress and elastic strain, and S is
the elastic compliance matrix. For shell elements a plane stress
formulation with orthotropic symmetry axes (x1, x2) is required.
The in-plane stress and elastic strain components are 

(2) σ = ( σ11, σ22, σ12 )T      ε  e = ( ε11 
e, ε22 

e, 2ε12 
e
 )T

Using a strain equivalent damage mechanics formulation, the
elastic compliance matrix S may then be written :
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where ν12 is the principal Poisson's ratio, which for simplicity is
assumed here not to be degraded. The ply model introduces
three scalar damage parameters d1, d2, d12  which have values 0 ≤
di < 1 and represent modulus reductions under different loading
conditions due to microdamage in the material. For UD plies d1
and d2 are associated with damage or failure along and
transverse to the fibres, whilst in fabric plies d1 and d2 refer to
damage in the principal fibre directions, and d12 controls in-
plane shear damage. In the general damage mechanics
formulation [2] 'conjugate forces' or damage energy release rates
Y1, Y2, Y12 are introduced corresponding to 'driving' mechanisms
for materials damage, and it is shown that with the compliance
matrix (3) they take the form:

(4)   Y1 = σ11
2 / (2E1(1-d1)2),     Y2 = σ22

2 / (2E2(1-d2)2),
Y12 = σ12

2 / (2G12(1-d12)2)

The damage parameters are defined in terms of  the damage
evolution functions f1, f2, f12 and have the general form: 

d1 = f1 (Y1, Y2, Y12), d2 = f2 (Y1, Y2, Y12), d12 = f12 (Y1, Y2, Y12).

Specific forms for the evolution equations are required which
should be consistent with test data. For UD plies these are
discussed in [8]. For composite structures subjected to impact,
there is particular interest in using fabric reinforcements for
impact protection devices since they have higher resistance to
penetration by sharp projectiles. In this case the CDM fabric ply
model has a simpler form based on the following assumptions:

a) Fibre and shear damage modes are decoupled, with fibre
damage determined by Y1 and Y2, and shear damage by
Y12.

b) Fibre damage development may be different in tension
and compression.

c) For balanced fabrics (E1 = E2) damage development in
the two fibre directions may be different, thus d1 ≠ d2.
However, it is assumed that f1 and f2 will have the same
functional form (f1 = f2).

d) The ply material is 'non-healing'; therefore damage during
unloading is held constant until positive loading is applied
which causes further damage accumulation. 

e) Damage development does not necessarily lead to
ultimate failure of the ply and a global failure criterion is
also necessary.

Due to condition (d) above, the damage evolution equations are
based on the maximum value of the damage forces reached
during the previous loading history. Test data on UD composites
[8] has shown that the square root of the damage forces is the
quantity which arises more naturally, therefore we introduce the
quantities Y1, Y2, Y12 which are defined in terms of the maxima of
√Yi.:

(5)         Y1(t) = max { √Y1(τ) },   Y2(t) = max { √Y2(τ) },   
              Y12(t) = max { √Y12(τ) },      τ ≤ t

Taking into account (a) and (c) above, and assuming an elastic
region without damage at the onset of loading, leading to lower
damage energy thresholds (Y10 ,Y120), and cut off at upper damage
energy thresholds (Y1f , Y12f), the assumed forms for the damage
parameter functions fi  are:

(6)  d1 =  0 ,    Y1  < Y10 ,   d1  =  α1 (Y1 -  Y10 )   for  Y10 <  Y1  < Y1f
      d2  =  0 ,    Y2  < Y10 ,   d2  =  α1 (Y2 -  Y10 )   for  Y10 <  Y2  < Y1f
      d12 =  0 ,   Y12  < Y120 , d12 =  α12 (ln Y12  - ln Y120 )  for  Y120 <
     Y12  < Y12f , otherwise d1 =  d2,=  d12 =1.

Linear forms for d1 and d2, were found to be good approximations
for fabric plies, and an equation linear in ln (Y12) was found to be
required for modelling the shear behaviour at larger strains. Thus
the evolution equations for a balanced fabric ply require the
determination of two slope parameters α1, α12  and four damage
threshold parameters Y10 ,Y120 ,Y1f  ,Y12f . Further refinements to
allow different fibre damage behaviour in tension and
compression, with an ultimate failure envelope are discussed in
[3].

2.2 Elastic-plastic model for fabric composites ply
For in-plane shear, deformations are controlled by matrix
behaviour which may be inelastic, or irreversible, due to the
presence of extensive matrix cracking or plasticity. On unloading
this can lead to permanent deformations in the ply. The extension
of the ply fabric model to include these irreversible damage
effects is now considered, based on the following main
assumptions:

f) The total strain in the ply is split into the sum of elastic
and plastic (or inelastic) parts.

g) Plastic strains are associated only with the matrix
dominated in-plane shear response.

h) A classical plasticity model is used with an elastic
domain function and hardening law applied to the
'effective' stresses in the damaged material.

i) Inelastic or plastic strain increments are assumed to be
normal to the elastic domain function.
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From (f) above the total strain ε  can be written as the sum of
elastic ε e  and plastic strains  ε p ( ε  =  ε e  +  ε p ). The elastic
strain component is given by (2). A plane stress model for a thin
ply is assumed and only shear strain contribute to plasticity ( ε11

p

=  ε22
p = 0, ε12

p ≠ 0 ). Following [8], an elastic domain function
is introduced F( 12

~σ , R) where 12
~σ  is the 'effective' shear stress

12
~σ  = 12σ  /(1-d12) and R is an isotropic hardening function. R(p)
is a function of an inelastic strain variable p. The elastic domain
function has a simple form here since only the effective shear
stress leads to plastic deformation:

(7)        F =   12σ  /(1-d12)  - R(p) - Ro

where it is assumed that R(0) = 0 and that Ro is the initial
threshold value for inelastic strain behaviour. 

The condition F < 0 corresponds to a stress state inside the
elastic domain where the material may be elastic damaging. It
follows from the normality requirement (i) that F = 0, �F = 0
hence from (7) it can be shown that the plastic strain p is defined
by

(8) ε� p
12  = �p /(1-d12)    or        p =  p

d)d( 1212
12

0
1 ε

ε
� −
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showing that p is the accumulated effective plastic strain over
the complete loading cycle. The model is completed by
specifying the hardening function R(p). This is determined from
cyclic loading tests in which both the elastic and irreversible
plastic strains are measured. A typical form assumed for the
hardening function in UD plies [8] is an index function and this
is also found to fit well with fabric ply data, which leads here to
the general equation:

(9)    R(p) = β pm

The shear plasticity model depends on the parameters β, the
power index m and the yield stress Ro.

2.3 Delamination model
Delamination failures occur in composite structures under impact
loads due to local contact forces in impact, in regions of stress
concentration due to wave effects and at free edges. They are
caused by the low, resin dominated, through-thickness shear and
tensile properties found in laminated structures. In composites
delamination models [9], [10] the thin solid interface is modelled
as a sheet of zero thickness, across which there is continuity of
surface tractions but jumps in displacements. The equations of the
model are given here for the case of mode I tensile failure at an
interface. Let σ33 be the tensile stress applied at the interface, u3
the displacement across the interface, and k3  the tensile stiffness.
Following [10] an elastic damaging interface stress-displacement
model is assumed:

(10) σ33 =  k3 (1- d3) u3 ,    d3 = c1 (1 - u30 / u3 ) ,      
                for u30 ≤ u3 ≤ u3m ,

with tensile damage parameter d3, and with  c1 = u3m / (u3m - u30).
It can be verified that with this particular choice of damage
function d3, the stress-displacement function has the triangular
form shown in Fig. 1, and u30 , u3m correspond to the
displacement at the peak stress σ33m and at ultimate failure. The
damage evolution constants are defined in terms of σ33m  and
GIC, the critical fracture energy under mode I interface fracture,
by u30  = σ33m  / k3 and u3m   =  2GIC / σ33m. From these
expressions it follows that the area under the curve in Fig. 1 is 

u3m
Displacement

GIC

u3O

unload/
reload

σ33m

Stress

Fig. 1: Idealised mode I interface stress-displacement function

equal to the fracture energy GIC. This interface model therefore
represents an initially elastic interface, which is progressively
degraded after reaching a maximum tensile failure stress σ33m so
that the mode I fracture energy is fully absorbed at separation.
For mode I interply failure the interface energy GI , defined as 

(11) GI   =  σ33
0

3

3u
du�

is monitored and, if this is found to exceed the critical fracture
energy value GIC, then the crack is advanced. For mode II
interface shear fracture a similar damage interface law to (10) is
assumed, with equivalent set of damage constants, u130 , u13m
and critical fracture energy GIIC.

In general there will be some form of mixed mode delamination
failure involving both shear and tensile failure. This is
incorporated in the model by assuming a mixed mode failure
condition, which for mode I/mode II coupling could be
represented by an interface failure envelope such as [10]
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where GI and GII are the monitored interface strain energy in
modes 1 and 2 respectively, GIC and GIIC are the corresponding
critical fracture energies and the constant n is chosen to fit the
mixed mode fracture test data. Typically n is found to between 1
and 2. Failure at the interface is imposed by degrading stresses
when eD < 1 using (10) and the corresponding shear relation.
When eD ≥ 1 there is delamination and the interface separates. 

2.4 Code implementation and validation
In order to apply the composites failure models developed above
in the analysis of composite structures it is necessary to
implement and validate the models in a suitable FE code. In
recent years explicit FE methods have proved successful for the
analysis of dynamic, highly non-linear problems, particularly
where contact plays an important role. Experience has shown
that this technique provides a robust and reliable method for
composite structures where instabilities due to ply buckling,
material softening caused by microdamage, contact between
delaminated plies and contact with impacting bodies can be
efficiently and reliably treated. In collaboration with the
software company Engineering Systems International the CDM
ply and delamination models were implemented in the
commercial explicit crash and impact code PAM-CRASH [5]
and a number of validation studies at the element and test
specimen level have been carried out. 

The CDM ply model was implemented in the multi-layered
‘Mindlin-Reissner’ shell element which is used to model a
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composite ply, a sublaminate or the complete laminate,
depending on the detail required. A predictor-corrector
algorithm is used for the implementation of the ply elastic-
plastic damaging law, as described in more detail in [4]. A novel
approach was developed to implement the delamination model
of § 2.3 into the PAM-CRASH code. Delamination in
composites could be modelled with a detailed solid FE model of
the laminate including discrete layers for both the plies and resin
rich interfaces. This, however, is CPU intensive due to the large
number of elements and for explicit FE integration schemes the
small timesteps associated with the solid interface elements.
Consequently, the approach is not practical for large scale
structural analysis. An alternative approach is used here in
which the laminate is treated as a stack of shell elements. Each
ply or sublaminate ply group is now represented by one layer of
shell elements and the individual ply layers are tied together
using a 'sliding interface' with an interface traction-displacement
law. This approach gives a good approximation for delamination
stresses and failure, with the advantage that the critical
integration timestep is larger since it depends on the area size of
the shell elements. Thus large composite structures may be
modelled efficiently with shells, or stacked shells, requiring
fewer elements than solid models, and computationally
expensive interface solid elements are eliminated. In this stacked
shell laminate model the interface failure law (10) - (12) is
applied to determine tractions and displacement discontinuities
at the interface under mixed mode tension/ shear loading. 

In the HICAS project [7] an extensive materials test programme
was carried out on UD carbon, carbon fabric and glass fabric
reinforced epoxy materials including in-plane and through-
thickness tension, compression and shear tests. Cyclic shear
tests were also conducted which showed the importance of the
plastic strain contribution. Test data were used first to justify the
chosen forms for the damage evolution equations (6) and shear
plasticity hardening law (9), then to obtain the required
materials parameters for the model. The analysis procedures for
determining the ply damage and plasticity parameters are
described in detail in [3]. The materials dataset obtained has
been used as the basis for code validation on single elements and
materials test specimens. Specimen tests show significant
material nonlinearity due to elastic damage and plastic shear
strain on unloading, which were successfully modelled in PAM-
CRASH and which verifies the damage/plasticity model and
choice of evolution curves and hardening function. 

The delamination model requires interface fracture energy data
under mode I (GIC), mode II (GIIC) and the fracture response
under mixed mode loading. Pure modes I and II data are
obtained from Double Cantilever Beam (DCB) and End
Notched Flexure (ENF) tests respectively, whilst mixed mode
data requires a specialised test which can propagate an interface
crack under a predetermined ratio of GI and GII  as discussed in
[11]. Mixed mode delamination tests were simulated by stacked
shell elements in [4] with typical GIC  and GIIC data for the
toughened epoxy resin system used and with a linear interaction
parameter n = 1, giving good agreement with test data.

3 SIMULATION OF COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
UNDER HIGH VELOCITY IMPACT LOADS

Following the successful code validations at the test specimen
level, the improved impact models were compared with low
velocity impact test data on carbon fabric/epoxy plates. Detailed
results are reported in [4]. In this work 250 x 250 mm square
plates were impacted in the DLR drop tower at velocities in the
range 2.3 – 6.3 m/s with rigid indenters attached to impactor

masses of 21 kg. At these energy levels in the range 57 – 414 J
there was extensive local impact damage and penetration in the
plates. The code gave good predictions of observed damage and
measured impactor load-time pulses. In particular it
demonstrated the importance of delamination damage during
impact. Only when the model included both delamination failure
and ply damage failure was it possible to get good agreement
with the measured peak loads, since delamination arising from
local contact with the impactor reduces the plate flexural
stiffness and hence influences subsequent deformation and
failure of the plate. 

Further validations of the impact modelling and code
developments are now presented based on a series of high
velocity impacts with hard projectiles on idealised composite
shell structures and sandwich panels. The monolithic shell
structures chosen were glass fabric/epoxy half cylinders. They
were selected because a detailed materials property database
was available for the model parameters, and because in small
laboratory scale glass/epoxy shells it is possible to store impact
kinetic energy as strain energy in shell bending deformations,
which could be an important mechanism in full scale
carbon/epoxy fuselage shell structures. The sandwich panels
were investigated as part of the design study for an impact
resistant shell structure for the subfloor fuselage in the DLR
fuselage demonstrator discussed in [6]. They consisted of
carbon/epoxy skins with either fabric or non-crimp fabric
reinforcement, combined with cores of PEI foam or Nomex
honeycomb. The gas gun tests on these idealised structures
where with steel ball and round-ended concrete cylinders at
impact velocities in the range 40 – 150 m/s. Impact energies
were chosen to give significant damage and failure in the
structures in order to fully test the composites failure models
and code developments.
 
3.1 High velocity impact of cylindrical shells – concave
impact

Fig. 2: GF/epoxy shells after gas gun impact tests with 30 mm
steel ball - Concave impact  (m = 0.11 kg, V = 112.3 m/s)

Gas gun tests at velocities in the range 40-150 m/s were carried
out at the DLR on cylindrical shell structures with steel balls of
nominal diameter 30 mm with masses between 0.11 – 0.134 kg.
Six shells were impacted at the middle point at the top of the
shell, each with different impact energies chosen to give a range
of damage conditions. Three shells were impacted on the
concave face and three on the convex face, with quite different
failure modes. There were significant differences in failure
modes observed in the convex tests compared with the concave
tests at similar energy levels. Delamination damage in all the
shells was determined from C-scan tests using a hand held
ultrasonic probe. In the convex test the impact energy leads to
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extensive shell bending and delamination with large
circumferential fibre cracks, whereas in the concave test damage
is localised with impactor penetration, extensive fibre fracture
and almost no delamination. Fig. 2 shows the damage state
arising from a concave impact with a steel ball. The silver lines
marked on the shell outer surface shows the extent of the
delamination region as determined by C-scan tests.

The glass fabric GF/epoxy shells were half circular cylinders,
with internal diameter 193 mm, length 200 mm and 20 mm
flanges at the straight edges, as seen in Fig. 2. The composite
shells were fabricated from an R-glass fabric prepreg and
toughened epoxy resin, with a quasi-isotropic lay-up [0/45]6S
and nominal thickness 6 mm. For the gas gun tests the shell
flanges were bonded into grooves in a steel backing plate,
approximating a fixed edge condition, with the curved edges
free. In order to have quantitative data from the tests for
comparison with simulations, strain gauges were bonded onto
the shells. Gauges 1 and 2 were placed on the convex (outer)
surface at the 45° and 90° (zenith) positions and gauges 3 and 4
were placed on the concave (inner) surface opposite gauges 1
and 2, respectively. Each gauge had 2 channels and were
positioned on the shell to measure strains in the cylinder axial 'a-
' and circumferential (transverse) 't-directions'. A notation was
introduced to indicate the gauge position and strain direction, for
example strain 3t refers to the transverse strain on gauge 3.

 STATE 16: 0.300242
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Fig. 3: Simulation of concave impact test with layered shell
model showing damage contours, at 0.3 ms (upper) and 1.0 ms
(lower) - half shell model

Simulation results are presented here on one concave impact test
( m = 0.11 kg, V = 112.3 m/s, E = 689.7 J). In this concave
impact test the steel ball penetrated through the GF/epoxy shell
and emerged on the convex side as seen in Fig. 2. Due to the
elasticity of the glass fibres, the hole in the shell closes up after
the impactor has passed through. The figure shows the resulting
fibre damage and fracture, which is local to the impact point
with little or no delamination damage in the remainder of the
shell. For the simulation of the impact it was considered
appropriate to model this structure as a single laminated shell, so
that delamination effects were not included in the FE model. A
half-shell was modelled with layered shell elements composed
of 24 plies of the GF/epoxy material with the correct quasi-
isotropic layup. The orthotropic elastic damage/plasticity model
was used to model each ply, with materials parameters
determined from the HICAS materials test programme. The
straight edges at the base of the shell were modelled as fixed
with rotations and displacements constrained, the curved edges
were free. The impactor was modelled as a rigid body. 
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Fig. 4: Comparison of measured and computed strain-time
response in the impacted shell (transverse strains at shell 90°
position, 2 – outer gauge, 4 – inner gauge)

Fig. 3 shows the predicted shell deformations at 0.3 and 1.0 ms
with contours of the maximum total damage. They clearly show
the impactor penetrating the laminate at 0.3 ms with local
fracture of the laminate. Then the impactor passes through the
laminate and leaves a hole where the damaged elements were
eliminated in the simulation. After the steel ball exits the
structure the simulation then shows the shell undergoing lightly
damped dynamic vibrations excited by the impact. This
vibration response was measured by the strain gauges attached
to the shell away from the impact point. Fig. 4 compares
selected measured strain-time pulses with PAM-CRASH
predictions. The strain data in the simulation are obtained by
specifying particular nodes in the model at which the time
history of strains, displacements, velocities, etc are recorded and
then printed to a file for viewing. A comparison of maximum
strains and resonant frequencies in the structure gives
information on the validity of the structural and materials
models. The main dynamic response of the shell is the flexural
vibrations in the transverse (hoop) direction and these are
plotted in Fig. 4 for gauge 2 (convex face, top of shell (90° line),
50 mm from edge) and gauge 4 (concave face, opposite gauge
2). The simulated strains are compared with strain gauge data in
Fig. 4. The figure shows excellent agreement between test and
simulation of peak strains during the 1st ms. Thereafter the shell
undergoes damped flexural vibrations, with good agreement in
the vibration frequency. After about 2 ms the shell vibrations
start to attenuate due to the viscoelastic nature of the polymer
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resin. In the simulation the strain amplitudes stay fairly constant,
which is to be expected as the shell material model is essentially
an elastic damaging material. Axial strains at this point had
much lower amplitudes, but there was a similar good agreement
between test and simulation.

3.2 High velocity impact of cylindrical shells – convex
impact

Fig. 5: GF/epoxy shells after gas gun impact tests with 30 mm
steel ball - Convex impact  (m = 0.134 kg, V = 107.5 m/s)

Simulation results are presented here for one convex impact (m
= 0.134 kg, V = 107.5 m/s, E = 774 J). In this convex impact
test the steel ball rebounded after impact, damaging the convex
face of the GF/epoxy shell with a single transverse crack and
causing extensive delamination damage over a large area as seen
in Fig. 5. This was accompanied by large shell deformations.
Since delamination is important here, the laminated structure
was modelled with 4 stacked shells, each representing a quasi-
isotropic sublaminate with 6 GF/epoxy plies. The impactor
model and shell boundary  conditions were modelled as above
for the concave impact. Observation of the shell edge in the
delaminated region indicated a single main centre plane
delamination crack. Hence it was decided that a model with 4
stacked shells and hence 3 damaging interfaces should be
adequate to include the observed delamination damage. Note
that the CPU time for the simulations is critically dependent on
the number of stacked shells in the model, so that full models
with 24 stacked shells are CPU intensive and should be avoided
if possible. The ply materials data were the same as those used
for the concave impact simulation. Fracture toughness data for
composite laminates based on the same resin system were used
to determine suitable values of GIC and GIIC, with interaction
parameter n = 1.

The simulation results at 0.4 ms for a quarter shell model are
shown in Fig. 6 and agreed well with the observed shell failure
behaviour. The impactor caused ply damage and delamination in
the shell, but there was not sufficient kinetic energy to pass
through and it rebounded as observed in the test. In contrast to
the concave impact tests it is possible for the shell under convex
impact to undergo large bending deformations, with associated
stored elastic strain energy. The release of the elastic strain
energy leads to rebound of the impactor and less local shell
damage than in the concave impact case. Fig. a shows the
damage parameter contours and Fig. 6b the delamination failure
region predicted at 0.4 ms, just before the rebound. The high
damage values are at the position of the crack in the shell, and
the size of the delamination is similar to that measured by C-
scan. In this case it was not possible to compute satisfactory
strain-time responses for comparison with the strain gauge data

 STATE 10: 0.375285

Total Damage <.>

min 0 in SHELL 10098

at time 0.375285

max 0.91016 in SHELL 30028

at time 0.375285

0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9

STATE 12: 0.458659

 
Fig. 5: Simulation of convex impact test with 4 layer stacked
shell model, showing shell damage at 0.4 ms (upper) and centre
ply delamination damage (lower)  - quarter shell model

because the individual shells can exhibit resonant excitations,
separate from the global shell behaviour, which leads to
difficulties in computing meaningful strain pulses. 

3.3 High velocity impact of sandwich panels

Fig. 6: Carbon/epoxy/PEI foam sandwich plate during impact by
concrete cylindrical projectile ( m = 0.07 kg, V = 60 m/s)
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As part of the design concept study for impact resistant
composite structures suitable for application in the subfloor
fuselage of the CFRP fuselage demonstrator, a number of
sandwich panel variants were fabricated and impact tested. Thus
a database is available for further validation of the impact
simulation methodology. The sandwich panels tested consisted
of carbon fabric/epoxy skins each composed of 4 fabric plies
with a [0°,45°, 0°, 45°] layup and nominal thickness of 1.6 mm.
Core thickness was 30 mm and 3 core variants were considered:
PEI foam, Nomex honeycomb, hybrid PEI/Nomex. In the case
of the hybrid core the outer (fuselage) skin is bonded to 10 mm
thick PEI foam, with 20 mm thick Nomex honeycomb at the
inner skin. Note that PEI foam has better impact properties than
Nomex and is fire resistant, but is heavier and more expensive
so that the hybrid core is an interesting compromise solution. 

The impact scenario of interest for a lower fuselage structure is
impact by tyre fragments and runway debris during start and
landing. Impactors were chosen to be round ended concrete
cylinders with mass 0.07 kg (30 mm x 50 mm), 0.035 kg (26
mm x 37 mm), or glass balls with mass 0.031 kg (diameter 29
mm) and 0.013 kg (diameter 21 mm). The glass balls are
considered to be close in size and mechanical properties to
typical concrete aggregates. Impact velocity was nominally 60
m/s. The panels were supported on a steel ring with diameter
120 mm, and the impacts were normal to the panel and targeted
at the ring centre. Due to the support ring the panels fail under a
local penetration failure, since the panel is prevented from
global bending deformations. By varying projectile mass and
velocity different failure modes were obtained. Fig. 6 shows a
typical penetration failure of a carbon/epoxy/PEI foam sandwich
panel during impact by a 0.035 kg concrete projectile at 60 m/s.
The cylinder penetrated the  outer skin, but was stopped by the
foam core. There was no significant damage to the inner skin in
this case.

The FE model for the sandwich plate is composed of 4-ply
layered shell elements for the skins which are attached directly
to the core, modelled by solid elements. For the impact case
considered here in which there is extensive skin fracture and
core failure, delamination in the skin is not considered to be a
main source of energy absorption and was not included in the
model. In-house data were used for the carbon fabric/epoxy ply
properties. For the PEI foam core and Nomex core materials a
compression test programme was carried out to measure
through-thickness compression stress-strain response up to
failure. These tests provided data for an elastic-plastic materials
model, which for foam cores could include observed strain
hardening effects and the bottoming out response seen at
compression strains above 50 %. The FE model was completed
by a discrete particle model for the concrete projectile, based on
DLR test data for concrete under impact. This model allows the
concrete to fracture under high velocity impact on stiff or rigid
structures, where contact forces are above concrete strength
values. In the case of impact on softer deformable structures, the
impactor remains intact without fragmentation.

Fig. 7 shows typical simulation results for a quarter model of the
0.035 kg concrete projectile impacting a sandwich panel with
PEI foam core at 60 m/s. In this case a rigid model was assumed
for the concrete projectile, since the projectile was not damaged
in the test. The simulation shows that the concrete projectile
penetrates the outer CF/epoxy skin before becoming embedded
in the foam core where it stops, showing that the sandwich has
absorbed the 63 J impactor kinetic energy. The lower skin of the
sandwich was deformed under shell bending, but was not

fractured. This was very similar to the observed behaviour in the
corresponding impact test.

Fig. 7: Simulation of sandwich plate impact test, showing
penetration of projectile into foam core with core plastic strains
– quarter model

4 CONCLUDING REMARKS

This paper has presented a materials failure model for
composites with fibre fabric reinforcement which includes both
intraply damage and plasticity, and interply delamination. This
is implemented in the dynamic FE code PAM-CRASH and
applied here to validation studies to predict impact damage in
monolithic composite shell structures and sandwich composite
panels. Structural simulations of gas gun impact tests with steel
balls on half cylinders gave good correlation with observed
failure modes and test data. An important feature of the model is
that it distinguishes clearly between different failure modes in
the structure. In post-processing it is possible to follow the
progression during impact of the fibre and shear damage
parameters in the shell, the irreversible plastic shear strains, the
fibre strains and the extent of delamination. Thus it is possible to
simulate both the impact failure modes and failure progression
during impact loading in composite structures. Where a
quantitative numerical comparison was possible with strain
gauge measurements from high velocity tests there was good
agreement in peak loads, peak strains and pulse widths. This is
sufficient to show the general validity of the new damage
mechanics and delamination models, and the code
developments. The simulation methods were then applied to
evaluate the impact response of composite sandwich panels,
which were being considered for the subfloor region of the HGF
project fuselage demonstrator. Penetration of the outer
carbon/epoxy skin and foam core by concrete projectiles was
successfully predicted at typical impact speeds during landing of
60 m/s. Thus the methodology may now be used to evaluate
monolithic, double shell and sandwich design concepts for
aircraft fuselage and wing structures subjected to high velocity
impact loads.
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